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ABSTRACT

The influence of scientific forestry in southwestern Cameroon (today Southwest
Province) is examined. A brief overview of the pre-colonial and German colonial
periods (1885-1916) is provided to describe the beginnings of scientific forestry
and how German ideas and institutions formed the foundation for subsequent
forest policies. The main focus is on British rule (1916-1940), the period in which
modern forestry expanded rapidly. The final section focuses on the intellectual
‘construction’ of scientific forestry and how the modern legacy continues to
influence current forest policies and practices.
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INTRODUCTION

This article examines the influence of scientific forestry in southwestern Cameroon
(today Southwest Province). A brief overview of the pre-colonial and German
colonial periods (1885-1916) is provided to describe the beginnings of scientific
forestry and how German ideas and institutions formed the foundation for
subsequent forest policies.1 The main focus is on British rule (1916-1940), the
period in which modern forestry expanded rapidly. The final section focuses on
the intellectual ‘construction’ of scientific forestry and how the modern legacy
continues to influence current forest policies and practices.
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Scientific forestry can be defined as the application of scientific methods to
forest ecology in order to achieve the most efficient means of producing timber
for commercial ends. This relationship is most accurately captured in the concept
‘maximum sustainable timber yields.’ It is a purely instrumental calculus in
which the value of a forest is defined in terms of its material output – the number
of trees that a given area can yield during a given period of time. From a
commercial vantage it is the most rational way of managing forests. Yet, from
an ecological and cultural perspective this approach is problematic because it
radically oversimplifies the complexities of forest ecology. By defining the
forest as a closed ecosystem, scientific forestry relegates non-commercial timber
species, animals and human inhabitants as external to the production process.
They must either be reduced or eliminated so that maximum yields can be
achieved.

Given its overt emphasis on systematic knowledge and control, scientific
forestry can be better understood as part of a broader historical process that
sociologist Max Weber described as rationalism2. While rationalism is a
complex phenomenon with diverse cultural and historical manifestations, We-
ber viewed the ascendance of science and the rigorous application of the
scientific method as a type of rationality that was unique to post-Renaissance
European history. It is a perspective that holds that all social and natural
phenomena can be understood through scientific principles and then improved
through the application of universal scientific laws and rules. In the social realm,
this is clearly manifest in the development of law, policy and technology for the
ostensible purpose of social improvement.3 Because rationalisation is closely
associated with material growth and institutional complexity it has become
synonymous with ‘modernisation,’ a process which carries the powerful norma-
tive implications of moral and cultural ‘progress.’ Scientific forestry embodies
these very principles, and more importantly, it is intimately bound to the pre-
eminent structures of modern power and knowledge – the market and the state.
It is in this sense that scientific forestry can appropriately be termed modern
forestry.

Scientific forestry was first developed in eighteenth-century Germany and it
was later exported to the world via colonialism.4 Through territorial rule
European powers were able to penetrate and control forests in an unprecedented
fashion. Once political hegemony was established, scientific methods could be
employed to ‘discover’ the many commercial values of the forest. This knowl-
edge allowed colonial administrations to reorder what had heretofore been an
unwieldy ecological and cultural domain into a veritable production system that
could be readily integrated into an expanding global economy. Nowhere was the
impulse to control the environment greater than in tropical Africa, with its
impenetrable and mysterious ‘jungles’ and its wealth of exotic species to
discover, catalogue and exploit. These vast forests also harboured untold
numbers of equally exotic ‘natives’ who could be civilised through political,
economic and religious means.
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Understanding scientific forestry as an aspect of the historical process of
rationalisation is significant for a number of reasons. First, it provides a
theoretical framework through which diverse perspectives on environmental
and social change can be better understood. Second, it provides a means of
clarifying the terms ‘traditional’ and ‘modern.’ Rather than viewing them as
antithetical, they can be understood as a continuum based on the degree to which
scientific ideas, practices and institutions have permeated society and its
environment. Third, understanding the rationalisation of forestry lends greater
insight into current resource management problems, especially the debate over
sustainable development in which local resource knowledge and control are
increasingly being advocated as alternatives and/or complements to scientific
forestry.

The Case of Southwestern Cameroon

Southwestern Cameroon is an important environmental history case study
because it underwent four distinct phases of economic and political develop-
ment: 1) the pre-colonial period, 2) the German Colonial period (1885-1916), 3)
the British Colonial period (1916-1961) and 4) Independence (1961–present).
After 1961, Southern Cameroons joined French speaking Cameroon to become
part of the modern nation of Cameroon, at which time it was divided into the
current political divisions of Northwest and Southwest Province. It is a relatively
small territory with an area of 27,520 sq. km. and a population of about one
million.5 The economy is based primarily on cash crop production and subsist-
ence agriculture, with additional income derived from timber extraction, oil
production and tourism. There are four main urban areas – the capital of Buea,
the port city of Limbe (formerly Victoria) and the inland trading centres of
Kumba and Mamfe. These urban areas together account for less than thirty per
cent of the total population. Most people still live in rural villages that are
dispersed throughout the forest zone.

The province is also significant to scientific research because it contains the
last remnants of the Eastern Atlantic rainforest bloc that formerly covered the
African coast as far west as Senegal. These remaining forests are confined to the
western part of the Province where they border the mangrove swamps of the
coast and stretch northward to converge with a band of volcanic relief known as
the Bambouto area. This mountain chain connects Bioko Island (Fernando Po)
and Mount Cameroon with the Adamawa massif, protecting a dense and
undulating wilderness area that covers most of the lower Nigeria-Cameroon
border.6 The altitude of this range (up to 4,000 m) and its intense rainfall have
created unique ecological conditions that harbour some of the richest concentra-
tions of flora and fauna in Africa.7 These ancient mountains protected the
rainforests during the last Ice Age that occurred some 16,000 years ago. These
‘Pleistocene Refuges’ have survived some 60 million years, making them some
of the oldest forests on earth.8
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FIGURE 1. Southwest Province (inset shows map of contemporary Cameroon)
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In recent years, Southwest Province has also become a centre of conservation
activity. Because of growing demographic and commercial pressures, domestic
and international actors have converged to preserve the region’s remaining
forests. Yet, there is an irony in this contemporary conservation movement, in
that it continues to draw upon the scientific methods of natural resource
management and an inordinate reliance upon institutional actors. The structure
and logic of modern forestry is so deeply rooted that it continues to influence the
logic of both commercial exploitation and conservation efforts. This legacy can
only be understand by examining the history of forestry in Cameroon and the
powerful influence that scientific methods had in its conceptualisation and
implementation.

THE INTRODUCTION OF MODERN FORESTRY

Pre-Colonial Cameroon

The forest societies in pre-colonial Cameroon were geographically and linguis-
tically diverse,9 but they shared a common socio-economic and political tradition
in which ideas and practices were transmitted across generations through an oral
culture. Generally low population densities and poor soil conditions in the forest
belt yielded segmentary or ‘horizontal’ societies in which individual villages
maintained an equal and autonomous political relationship to neighbouring
villages and clans.10 This is in contrast to the great kingdoms of the West African
savanna that are considered ‘vertical’ societies in which numerous villages and
chieftaincies are headed by a single paramount chief. Since there was little
centralised political and economic control in horizontal societies they tended to
be more mobile and subject to change. In these societies it is not uncommon for
small groups to splinter off from larger villages to exploit new lands during times
of resource shortages or human conflict. Historically such social mobility was
possible because there was ample land and forest to accommodate these changes.

The economy in the Cameroon forest zone at the time of European penetra-
tion was based primarily on shifting cultivation, hunting and gathering.11 The
basis of this subsistence economy was the banana-plantain complex. These
staple crops were introduced into Cameroon through the Bantu migrations
sometime after the last millennium, and were well established in the southwest
centuries before European contact. Other important cultivars included cocoyam
(Colocasia), cassava (Manihot) and yam (Dioscorea). The latter are native to
Cameroon and are widespread in the lowland forest areas. Cassava and cocoyam
are native to Latin America and Asia respectively, and were probably introduced
to West Africa by Portuguese and British traders some time after the Sixteenth
century. Pre-colonial land ownership was communal and controlled by the
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village chief who partitioned land to village members for planting or hunting
purposes. Hunting rights were granted as usufruct and extended over larger
sections of unconverted forest land.

Pre-colonial African forestry differed greatly from European methods.
Unlike modern forestry which is oriented towards timber production, African
societies valued the forest more for its secondary products such as fruits, nuts,
fuel wood and an assortment of herbs and medicines. Given the low levels of
technology and lack of infrastructure, timber had virtually no economic value in
the forest culture. Even traditional dwellings did not utilise wood. They were
constructed largely of mud and thatch. The main uses of timber were for
ornamental purposes (carvings etc.) and for canoe construction (the trunk of the
Camwood tree was especially desirable for this purpose). Ironically, the largest
trees in the forest – those that were later most sought after by Europeans – often
survived in pre-colonial Africa. Prior to the European arrival there was little
economic demand for these species and they could survive the traditional
processes of forest clearing and burning.

The Portuguese were the first Europeans to reach the area of what is now
southwestern Cameroon. In 1472 they entered the coastal region of the Wouri
River estuary and dubbed it Rio dos Cameroes (River of Prawns). Coastal trading
centres soon sprang up and the region quickly became the intersection of the
burgeoning global trade in spices, ivory and slaves, which attracted traders from
all over Europe. These interactions often had devastating human and ecological
consequences. But such impacts tended to be localised because early mercantile
contact did not establish political and technical hegemony over the forest zone
and its inhabitants. In southwestern Cameroon, coastal areas were exploited for
slaves and other natural resources, but many inland areas were often isolated
from these activities. Moreover, since European trading practices exploited
established hunting, agricultural and slave trading economies, they did not
radically alter these existing exchange and production patterns. As a result, the
socio-economic and cultural integrity of forest societies and the surrounding
forest ecosystem did not change significantly during the first two centuries of
Western contact.

German Rule and the Beginnings of Modern Forestry

The penetration of the Cameroon hinterlands under German colonial rule
ushered in the modern age of resource management and control. Between 1884
and 1895 the Germans established their dominion over the central coastal region
of the territory they dubbed ‘Kamerun’, to expand trade in palm products, ivory
and wild rubber.12 This incursion had two far reaching effects. First, the control
of the trading centre of Douala linked coastal Cameroon to inland areas that
previously had few outside commercial or political links.13 Second, total control
over land and labour allowed the Germans to convert coastal rainforests into
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FIGURE 2. German Cameroon (Kamerun) 1916

plantations which created socio-environmental dislocations on an unprec-
edented scale. This was most prevalent in the Douala-Buea area where 1000 sq.
km. of tropical forests were converted to plantations by 1913. Approximately 80
per cent of these lands were expropriated from the Bakweri peoples with no
compensation.14 The socio-ecological consequences were dramatic in that they
transformed traditional hunting and farming societies from subsistence cultures
to forced labour and/or low wage economies whose logic was production and
profit in orientation.
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As the Germans moved into the interior after the turn of the century, timber
extraction became more extensive and systematic. This massive movement was
facilitated by the introduction of the concession system in 1898.15 Concessions
were organised by individual speculators and financial institutions and they
varied in size and economic focus. The two largest concessions were the
Gesellschaft fur Sudkamerun (GSK) and the Gesellschaft fur Nordwest Kamerun
(GNWK). GSK initially controlled 7,200,000 sq. ha. in the southeast and GNWK
maintained 5,000,000 sq. ha. in the north, that included the northern most parts
of the southwest.16 Although the German concessions did not have complete
sovereignty over labour and resources, as was the case in the Belgian Congo, they
did maintain total authority over economic activities. All lands and resources
within a respective concession were controlled by the concessionaire, including
local trade and production.17 This arrangement suited the colonial regime, as it
provided rapid profits and facilitated in the management of native populations.

Concessionary capitalism focused almost explicitly on plantation agricul-
ture, but scientific forestry played crucial roles in every stage of the production
process – from forest clearing and re-planting to the harvesting of final products.
More importantly forestry operations paralleled the expansion of plantation
agriculture. As plantations moved inland, they created the infrastructure that
gave timber companies access to previously isolated forests. Second, as the
forestry sector expanded it prompted the government to invest in forestry
programs to sustain production and profits. Afforestation had begun at Johann-
Albrechts Hohe (Barombi) and forest reserves were established in inland areas
– at Yabassi, Edea and Jang (Dschang) districts. A forestry school was also
established at Jang, through which forestry officials and guards were trained to
oversee the colony’s forests.18

The most prominent agricultural and forestry research facility in Kamerun
were the Victoria Botanical Gardens that were established in 1892. Although
most of the experimentation in Victoria focused on plantation forestry (rubber
[Hevea], cocoa [Theobroma], oil palm [Elaeis] and coffee [Coffea]), the Gar-
dens experimented on a number of ‘new’ forest products. It also served as the
administrative centre for experiment stations attached to military posts and other
government facilities throughout the interior. Information gathered through this
network was then channelled to the Central Botanical Bureau in Berlin (Die
Botanische Zentrallstelle) which acted as the global clearing-house for all
scientific research in Germany’s colonial empire.19 Berlin sorted and classified
thousands of plant species every year and directed agricultural and forestry
research based on the potential commercial applications of new-found tropical
species. This period was characterised by a considerable exchange of scientific
information, techniques and resources (cultivars etc.), that were integrated into
agricultural and forestry programmes throughout the German colonial realm
(Togoland, Sudwest Afrika and Tanganyika).
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Through the research network centred around the Victoria Botanical Gar-
dens, the German colonial state was able to create an infrastructure of resource
management and control that was readily adopted by the British. Under British
rule, forestry gained greater autonomy from the plantation system as the timber
industry grew in economic importance. As a result, forest exploitation and trade
became more centralised and systematic. This expansion allowed a deeper and
more thorough penetration of Cameroon’s forests and its societies.

BRITAIN AND THE EXPANSION OF MODERN FORESTRY

German rule in Kamerun ended with the First World War. Its possessions were
seized and placed under French and British jurisdiction. The western part of the
colony fell under British rule where it was administered under the territory of
Nigeria in two parts – Northern and Southern Cameroons.20 The remainder of
Kamerun territory fell under French control. In Southern Cameroons, the forest
estate came under the control of the British Colonial Forest Department which
had been in operation since 1899. After the political amalgamation of Nigeria in
1914, a single forestry service was created. Although centralised, the service was

FIGURE 3. Nigeria under British administration, 1916–1938
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divided into northern and southern departments for administrative purposes. The
two departments had to deal with very different socio-political and environmen-
tal issues. The Southern administrative area, which stretched from Lagos
through Southern Cameroons, managed most of Nigeria’s rainforests and hence
was responsible for the majority of the colony’s commercial timber reserves. The
Northern administrative region (which also administered the Northern Cameroons)
consisted primarily of savanna woodland, in which forest management centred
around very different issues than those in the tropical forest realm – issues
associated with grazing, water and fuel wood problems.

British forestry philosophy perpetuated the German legacy in that it pursued
a policy oriented towards achieving maximum sustainable yields. Similar to the
German experience, the early decades of British resource development in the
Cameroons were strongly oriented towards the expansion of plantation agricul-
ture, with the timber industry playing a subsidiary role. It was only after the First
World War that the scale and rate of forest conversion had reached the point of
‘diminishing returns,’ in exploitation began to threaten the possibility of long
term forest regeneration. The regime recognised that increased exploitation had
to be balanced with increased controls over forest access and use. The immediate
reason for forest conservation was economic – to ensure a consistent and
growing supply of timber to satisfy European industrial demand. Yet, there was
also a scientific logic to conservation – to conserve the integrity of tropical
ecosystems, especially soils and watersheds.

The Creation of the Reserve System in Nigeria and Southern Cameroons

While the reasoning behind forest conservation was scientific and economic in
nature, the actual process of reserve creation was manifestly political. It involved
many actors and yielded a number of policy positions, coalitions and conse-
quences. Early opposition to state control over forest use and access came from
African forest communities and British commercial interests alike. Both parties
shared a belief that government controls would disrupt traditional resource use
and interfere with the expansion of the cash crop and timber industries respec-
tively. As a result, the first forestry ordinance of 1897, which sought to establish
minimal restrictions on timber felling, was summarily rejected. A similar
ordinance was passed in 1901 that required licenses for local peoples to extract
timber, rubber and other forest products. But again, considerable protest by
African elites, European firms and even the Aborigines Protection Society (A.
P. S.) of London diluted the Forestry Bill so that any government forestry
ordinance could be vetoed by local authorities (traditional African chiefs).21

Commercial and indigenous interests were not the only factors affecting
forest policy. Scientific institutions played important roles in the struggle
between the state, commerce and local communities. The Royal Botanical
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Gardens at Kew were the preeminent forestry and agricultural research institu-
tion in the British Empire and were the equivalent to Germany’s Central
Botanical Bureau. With respect to government involvement in forestry, Kew
was initially opposed to the idea of state mandated conservation, an issue that
was first introduced in the forestry Bill of 1897. The institution feared that it
would interrupt the timber trade and the expansion of plantation agriculture that
were closely linked to Kew research activities.22 Yet, support for decentralised
forest control, in which traditional African law and custom still held sway, began
to dwindle after Forestry Department reports indicated that the primary cause of
forest destruction in Southern Nigeria and the Cameroons was the expansion of
traditional agriculture. By 1901 the Gardens had reversed their previous position
and became firm advocates of centralised control over the colony’s forest
resources. They felt that this would ensure continuous timber supplies and
prevent the rampant abuse of forest resources by local communities.

Scientific and economic arguments provided the factual basis for the creation
of a reserve system. The spectre of forest loss created an urgency that invited
greater government controls over forest use and access. Early ordinances also
sought to restrict the trade of certain forest products for export, which invoked
strong criticisms by commercial actors (trading, agricultural and timber firms).
However, due to their influence and pressure, these firms managed to have the
restrictions lifted in the Forestry Bill of 1916.23 An implicit consensus in forest
management had been achieved – the desire to conserve timber was consistent
with the desire to sustain a constant flow of resources for trade and industry. This
alignment of science and commerce with the state had a number of conse-
quences. First, the state came to be viewed as the guarantor of, rather than a threat
to, resource development. Second, the shift away from the state as a threat to
resource development was now replaced by the African ‘native’ whose practice
of shifting cultivation was singled out as the principle threat to long term forest
conservation.

This perspective became the official view of the colonial government and
formed the practical and moral logic that justified forest reserve creation after
1901. These sentiments are captured in the Governor of Nigeria Lord Lugard’s
view of the colony’s forest estate at the turn of the century:

These forests are rapidly being destroyed by shifting cultivation ... Until education in
forestry and agriculture has made much greater progress, it is manifestly the duty of
Government, as trustee for posterity against the reckless destruction by the present
generation, to safeguard what remains of these forests...24

This passage represents the official view on forest destruction in which shifting
cultivation is the chief cause of forest depletion, a practice that is perpetuated by
the lack of rational alternatives (i.e. formal or scientific education in agriculture
and forestry) for Africans. This view fits squarely with Lugard’s political
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philosophy of rule expressed in The Dual Mandate, which held that the goal of
colonial governance was to promote 1) the moral and material development of
Africans for self rule and 2) the development of colonial resources for external
demand. Government controlled and directed forestry was a manifestation of
these goals and provided the justification for strict legal measures, and even the
use force, to protect the colony’s forests.

Forest conservation became compulsory with the Forestry Bill of 1916.
Amended forestry laws of 1927 and 1937 continued to expand the state’s power
to conserve the colony’s forests. While the process was continuous, the early
years of conservation remained difficult. The Nigeria-Cameroon territory was a
land of farmers in which the average peasant resented forest laws as an excessive
imposition by authorities. As a result, initial attempts to extend state power were
often met by the mistrust of the local populace. In certain areas local resentment
escalated into violence and even murder over newly constructed forest bounda-
ries and rights. While the 1916 law empowered the administration to create forest
reserves on communal lands and required permits to fell commercial timber
species, the government remained reluctant to enforce these laws to their fullest
extent given the potential conflicts with local communities.25 It was not until the
passage of the Forestry Ordinances of 1927 and 1937 that Native Authorities (N.
A.s) were created to manage communal reserves directly and to control revenues
from these lands.26

This devolution of power seemed to shift resource control away from the
state back to local peoples. In reality it was a way of reducing administrative costs
and to facilitate a more efficient means of resource management. N. A.s were not
locally elected nor were they part of the traditional village power structure.
Rather, they were appointed by the colonial administration to execute its
policies, which allowed the state to maintain its control over the forests and its
inhabitants.

THE CASE OF SOUTHERN CAMEROONS

After the British assumed political control over Southern Cameroons, one of the
first tasks of the colonial Forestry Department was to survey the forests. In 1917
A. H. Unwin undertook an expedition, which went from Buea to Kumba and
north to the Ossidinge (Mamfe) district. He recorded the tremendous wealth of
these forests, particularly in the lowlands surrounding Kumba and Mamfe,
where 37 commercial tree species were identified.27 It was quickly noted that the
creation of reserves was imperative to preserve this wealth, not only of the timber
rich lowland forests, but also those of the surrounding mountain areas ‘from
which arise important rivers’.28 The mountain forests of the Rumpi Hills, Korup
and Nta Ali regions were identified as three of the most critical forest reservation
areas in British Cameroons.29
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Throughout Southern Cameroons, Unwin estimated that there were 14,000
square miles of forest of which 3,500 were accessible for commercial timber
exploitation.30 He also indicated that the extension of the Nigerian Laws to
Cameroon would not pose any serious problems, and could in fact be conducted
fairly expeditiously given local attitudes. He noted:

The Chiefs are only too willing to assist the government in any way and welcome
anything in the nature of an increase in authority over the people, such as is promised
by forestry laws. The payment of royalties to them for trees felled in the Native
Reserves will be quite an inducement to most of them to help carrying (sic) out any
rules sanctioned.31

This statement was an accurate reflection of the relatively tranquil relations
that existed between forest communities and the state prior to the expansion of
the reserve system. The real conflict, at this point, was within the Forestry
Department itself, where the question over indirect and direct rule had become
a serious point of contention. While indirect rule had became universal in British
Cameroons in 1922, the state remained hesitant to relinquish direct control over
the forest estate.

The Forestry Department in Southern Cameroons was in favour of an
immediate implementation of indirect rule. It based these claims on the positive
results witnessed in northern Nigeria, where local communities, with relative
autonomy from the state, had been successful in timber and fuel wood manage-
ment.32 This experience, in combination with the acquiescence of local rulers and
the perceived difficulties of direct administration over a scattered and decentral-
ised populace, led provincial forestry officials to push for indirect rule. However,
the central headquarters in Ibadan viewed the situation differently. The Conser-
vator of Forests posited that the N. A. approach was not a feasible option in
Southern Cameroons and direct control was still necessary:

Forestry … is a political science which affects people to a great extent, greater
probably than in the case of any other science, not even forgetting agriculture, and
largely for the reason of the primitiveness of the communities which are generally
dealt with in connection with Forestry questions.

I confess I have doubts as to whether the N. A.s concerned possess the requisite
scientific and administrative knowledge to supervise the work. Moreover such
reserves acquire an importance which is national or even imperial and are therefore
more likely to be better managed directly by officers who possibly take such aspects
into consideration rather than through the medium of a group of chiefs of a somewhat
primitive community.33

His superior in Ibadan, H. N. Thomson, was sympathetic to the indirect
approach, but ultimately sided with the Conservator in favour of maintaining
direct control for political and technical reasons:
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As a general rule the efficiency of the Native Forestry staff is directly proportional to
the extent to which it is controlled by and supervised by the European Officers of the
Department. Where this is complete the best possible arrangements prevail and good
results may be confidently expected to follow. A wise N. A. will therefore be serving
its interests best by transferring the control of its Native Forestry staff to the technical
agency that is best fitted to undertake that duty.34

The assertions of the central administration again provide insights into the
administration’s convictions about forest and society, namely that local peoples
were incapable of managing their own resources, and that their ‘backwardness’
in technology and institutional development required the state apparatus to
facilitate proper resource management. This view was especially prevalent with
respect to the forest societies of Southern Cameroons, which were small,
decentralised and lacking the socio-political complexity of the cultures found in
the Bamenda Grassfields to the north and throughout much of Nigeria.

Direct rule held sway over the decentralised and diverse forest communities
of Southern Cameroons and southern Nigeria for almost three decades. Yet, as
the populations of these areas grew, and demands over forest resources in-
creased, direct rule became increasingly difficult to enforce. Anti-government
protest and resentment to direct rule grew throughout the Southern Cameroons
in the 1930’s. The observations of the Acting Secretary of the Southern
Provinces illustrate some of these problems:

It appears that Forestry, the work of the Forestry department, is not fully appreciated
by the native population and that there is much misunderstanding. Indiscriminate
farm clearing has done, and is unfortunately still doing, irreparable damage to the
exiguous amount of forest which remains. Control of the pernicious system of shifting
cultivation has occupied the attention of the Forestry Department and has become
most unpopular with the inhabitants, as well as on occasion with Administrative
Officers. The situation calls for much tact, persuasion and education of the farming
community in degrees, but probably the Forestry Officers in the past were themselves
largely to blame for their unpopularity in that they were overzealous in the discharge
of their duties.35

... forestry starts off by saying ‘you must not do this etc.’, and this initial prohibition
no doubt is largely responsible for so much antipathy towards forestry in general. But
that is not Forestry. Forestry has been defined as by a leading economist as the
preservation of the forest for its wise use.36

Do the Chiefs and their people want more money and employment? Then it is their
duty to assist government in managing their forests wisely so that such benefits may
be obtained.37

These insights suggest that local communities were still perceived to be prob-
lematic in the management of forest resources, but that the system of direct forest
management only compounded this situation by introducing unnecessary con-
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flicts between foresters and local inhabitants. Thus, the state was faced with a
dilemma. It had to maintain ever stricter controls over forest resources to deal
with growing resource demands, but it could not afford to place more stringent
controls over forest communities without suffering resentment and reprisal.
These factors prompted the colonial administration in Southern Nigeria and
Southern Cameroons to adopt indirect rule in forest management in 1937.
Effective forest management could thus be achieved through ‘tact, persuasion
and education’ rather than through direct authoritative means.

From a structural perspective this shift in philosophy also reflected the
changing role of the state in the overall process of reserve creation. Between
1914 and 1937 forest reserves in Nigeria and Southern Cameroons increased
from 5,200 to 31,200 sq. km. Half were designated as N. A. reserves and the
remainder were government reserves, which were managed directly by the
Colonial Forestry Department.38 This was a considerable undertaking by the
state, one that required direct rule and the concomitant use of law and force. Yet,
once the principle goal of reserve creation had been attained, the focus of the
administration shifted to ‘system maintenance’ rather than expansion. This
allowed the state to focus its administrative and technical energies on the
management of the newly created government reserves, while ‘allowing’ forest
communities greater freedom to tend to their traditional communal forests.
Viewed in this light, indirect rule was a shrewd political calculation that could
sustain both ‘order and progress’ in the forest zone with minimal investment.39

With indirect rule the state changed its methods of forest management, but
its overall system of rational resource controls was not compromised. Through
the application of law, policy and technology, the power of the state continued
to expand. It culminated in the completion of the forest reserve system in the
early 1940s. Through this process, the decades long quest by the state to gain
scientific knowledge of Cameroon’s forests and political control over its people
through rational (legal and spatial) means appeared to have been successful. It
is only in hindsight that the naïveté of this conviction and its deleterious
consequences became evident.

COLONIAL PERCEPTIONS AND THE MAKING OF MODERN
FORESTRY

The Creation of Modern Forestry

The Cameroon case provides important insights into the development of scien-
tific forestry. The basic goal of this system under both German and British rule
was to develop forest resources for trade and industry and to organise African
society towards these ends. As part of an overarching ideology of progress,
modern forestry also penetrated the tropical world with new assumptions, beliefs
and values concerning society and nature. In traditional African cosmologies,
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human activities and organisation were seen as an extension of the natural world,
rather than as something separate from it. However, scientific forestry, founded
upon a utilitarian worldview, carved the holistic nature world of traditional
African culture into its various instrumental sub-components, allowing the
forest and its inhabitants to be defined in purely material terms. This was
achieved through the imposition of institutions and policies that rested upon a
powerful critique and counter to the traditional forest culture and its subsistence
mode of production.

The basis of this culture – shifting cultivation – had always been viewed with
deep suspicion by Europeans. Unlike temperate agriculture, in which cleared
land could be successfully farmed for generations, even millennia, the tropical
experience was radically different. It was a system in constant flux, based on the
perpetual cycle of burning and clearing of forests, and one that yielded low and
erratic returns in comparison to the European case. Moreover, from a social
perspective, shifting cultivation possessed no rigid system of controls, such as
those imposed by state and market in the West. Hence it was believed that these
systems were prone to expand until they reached the natural limits imposed by
population and/or the ecosystem, at which time they became exhausted.

The expansionary impulse of shifting cultivation and its unforeseeable and
unplanned consequences stood in stark contrast to the rational organisation of
society and nature in Europe. If left unchecked, this African pattern of erratic
agricultural expansion posed a serious threat to colonial prosperity and social
stability. These fears supported the underlying perceptions that Europeans
already had about traditional societies in general – that they were irrational and
destructive and had to be checked by the imposition of formal controls. These
ideas formed the core assumptions of colonial forest policies under both German
and British rule. They justified the institution of a rigid system of rules and
methods to conserve the colony’s dwindling forests while providing more
efficient resource access to fulfil global demands.

Since this series of core beliefs and clichés rested upon a progressive
ideology and a modern-primitive dichotomy that necessarily placed Western
scientific achievements above traditional ways, any insights and contributions
of traditional societies with respect to forestry were summarily rejected. This is
ironic since the technological simplicity of the traditional forest culture created
fewer disturbances to the ecosystem and relied on a broader range of resources
than the colonial economy, which focused on a few basic commodities and
drastically simplified the forest ecosystem. Yet, despite the seemingly sensible
resource use patterns among traditional peoples, the colonial narrative was
overpowering. Not only could it display its superiority through technical and
economic prowess, but moreover it provided a constant stream of empirical
evidence which confirmed the destructive consequences of shifting cultivation.

Beginning with Lord Lugard’s warnings in 1901, documentation on defor-
estation in Nigeria and Southern Cameroons was abundant. This evidence led to
a general theory of deforestation which implicated shifting cultivation as the
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major cause of deforestation. Given the scientific plausibility of this causal
connection, this thesis remained dominant throughout the colonial era and has
continued as the dominant narrative in contemporary tropical forest conserva-
tion. It remains compelling because the evidence that supports these claims is
difficult to dispute – the leading cause of tropical deforestation in West Africa
and much of the tropical world has been shifting cultivation and not timber
extraction and plantation agriculture. If one examines the case of Nigeria in
particular, the rate and extent of rainforest destruction outstrips even the most
sombre colonial predictions. Within the last decade, it has maintained the third
highest rate of deforestation in the world – over four per cent per year – and in
the process destroyed virtually all of its remaining tropical forests.40 In south-
western Cameroon, the majority of lowland forests have also been greatly
affected by the expansion of subsistence agriculture. Only the mountainous
forests along the Nigeria border and the coastal mangroves have been spared this
fate due to their difficult terrain.

This evidence lends considerable support to the dominant colonial construc-
tion of society and ecology, in which traditional peoples were viewed as
irrational and incapable, a fact that justified the imposition of scientific forest
management. Yet, upon closer inspection the rational perspective also contains
a number of contradictions that undermines this logic. From the conceptual
standpoint, the deforestation thesis was problematic because its conclusions
were often derived from worst case scenarios in which population pressures had
already reached ecological limits.41 The reality throughout the forest zone,
especially in Southern Cameroons, was that subsistence agriculture produced
(and continues to produce) a wide range of environmental and social effects, not
all of which lead to total forest destruction. But the extreme cases were
convincing and abundant enough to support a general condemnation of shifting
cultivation, which necessitated an equally rigid response – the implementation
of universal forest controls.

From a practical perspective, the imposition of a universal forestry system
had a number of unintended costs and consequences. In the first instance,
because colonial efforts were directed at creating a comprehensive system of
resource extraction and exchange, little interest and effort was oriented toward
developing alternatives to subsistence agriculture that could alleviate pressures
on forests. Paradoxically, these policy choices allowed for the perpetuation of
shifting cultivation, that ultimately called for the creation of an exclusive forest
reserve system and other coercive measures to bring it back under control.
Second, the tremendous expropriation of lands for forest reserves, plantations
and infrastructure forced forest inhabitants to new and marginal lands, and often
in greater demographic concentrations. This process further increased the
pressures on land and forest. Thus, the great irony of colonial forest policy is that
in its attempts to repress traditional agriculture, it only displaced it, thereby
perpetuating the demographic trends and socio-economic conditions that con-
tinue to threaten tropical forests today.
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The Modern Legacy

The logic and structure of forestry in Cameroon has changed little since
independence. It remains a dual system in which the majority of closed canopy
forests (a minimum of 30 per cent of national territory) is controlled by the state
as ‘Permanent’ forests and the remainder are classified as ‘Non-Permanent’
forests.42 The latter is a broad category that includes private lands and commer-
cial areas such as plantations, but refers largely to fragmented forests that are
scattered throughout areas of agricultural and urban activity. Permanent forests
are more ‘valuable’ because they yield monetary income from timber, research
or tourist activities. Non-permanent forests are deemed less valuable, as they
possess subsistence value for rural societies that cannot readily be appropriated
by the state or market. Permanent forests correspond almost exactly to the old
colonial State and Native Authority forests, and they remain the focus of
conservation and development efforts at the expense of other areas. The neglect
of forestry in Non-Permanent forests, especially policies that address the critical
issues of deforestation, tenure reform and alternative development strategies in
areas of intense agricultural activity, has led to a slow ecological deterioration
in these regions. As these fragmented forests continue to decline, the demand on
Permanent forests is increasing. In Southwest province this scenario is readily
observable as there are eleven forest reserves and a number of protected areas
that now exist as a collection of ‘islands’ surrounded by a sea of demographic and
economic expansion.

The pressures on remaining forests are compounded by institutional failures.
The Cameroon state is a classic ‘soft state’ that is characterised by corruption and
inefficiency. As a result, forestry departments are underfunded and poorly
trained. There is little incentive to manage these resources in accordance with
state laws and regulations and even less incentive to implement alternative
forestry programs. This situation is compounded by economic problems. To
overcome economic stagnation and foreign indebtedness, natural resource
extraction is increasing dramatically – Cameroon is now the second largest
timber exporter in Africa. Conservation is faring better in Protected Areas due
to the influx of international organisations. These organisations are accountable
and actively seek to implement forestry programmes that focus on community
participation and sustainable development. However, they still rely heavily upon
transfers of capital and technology and the expertise of Western trained ‘special-
ists’ as the principal agents of change. Moreover, the impact of these pro-
grammes is limited because they are centred in the Permanent forest estate,
where they are isolated from the areas of greatest demographic and economic
pressure. Most of the internationally funded projects in Southwest Province
operate in remote or less accessible areas around Mount Cameroon or along the
Nigerian border.43

The incapacity of the formal sector in Cameroon points to the most critical
flaw in the scientific resource management rationale – it assumes the viability of
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formal actors and institutions and a civil society that respects their roles and
functions. In contemporary Cameroon these factors are lacking entirely. The
interrelationship between institutional incapacity, ecological deterioration and
rural underdevelopment is providing increasing evidence that the century long
reliance on rational methods and ideas has not produced the desired results, and
in many cases has created even greater problems. Thus the ultimate legacy of
scientific forestry is that it has proven to be largely incompatible with the
political, cultural and ecological realities of Cameroon, and indeed many
developing societies. This realisation stands at the centre of the movement
towards alternative forest development and management approaches.

CONCLUSION

The exploration of alternative resource management models has drawn much of
its evidence from traditional (indigenous) knowledge and methodology. These
investigations into traditional ideas and practices have demonstrated that indig-
enous methods may effectively supplant or complement conventional conserva-
tion practices in a number of ways. For example, traditional knowledge systems
value numerous forest plants and animals which can be harvested with less
destructive consequences than timber extraction, which is the only economic
product and process that modern forestry values. Similarly, decentralised
resource management, based on traditional community resource controls, may
provide a viable option and/or complement to centralised state management –
especially in cases like Cameroon and other developing nations where state
incapacity and corruption are pervasive problems. This bureaucratic de-evolu-
tion may serve to reduce the cost of management and increase local stakes in
conservation, thereby creating more efficient and sustainable resource manage-
ment systems.

Despite the appeal of alternatives to scientific forestry, their implementation
embodies significant transfers of power away from the state to society. This
question of changing power relations may prove to be the greatest obstacle to the
implementation of alternative resource management policies. This is a political
problem that becomes even more complex as it involves international actors who
often act as the catalysts for these social and ecological changes. Caution is also
in order with respect to the conceptualisation of alternative management ap-
proaches, as there is a risk of constructing resource management paradigms
based solely upon indigenous knowledge and local participation, at the expense
of incorporating scientific ideas where they may be relevant.44 Radical revision-
ism of this type simply reverses the old modern-primitive dichotomy by
reinventing the ‘noble savage’ and placing traditional knowledge above any
scientific contributions to resource management. The experiences of colonial
rule should alert contemporary environmental scholars and practitioners to the
fallacies of employing extreme dichotomies and exclusive epistemologies. A
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critical evaluation of formal resource management is not meant to heap scorn
upon the Western scientific tradition, but rather to reveal the shortcomings of
these approaches when applied to diverse ecological and cultural settings.
Historical experiences should provide a guide to constantly re-examine the
problems of resource management, in which a range of theoretical and epistemo-
logical options, including Western and non-Western approaches, can be drawn
upon to address the rapidly changing social and ecological conditions in the
tropical world.
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The maps accompanying this article were drawn by Xiaomin Li, a doctoral student in the
Geography Department, University of South Carolina.
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